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EYFS Topic Autumn Knowledge Mat
Subject Specific Vocabulary Exciting Books

Seasons The seasons are four different times during the year with 
different types of weather. They are spring, summer, fall, 
and winter, and are caused by the earth's orbit around the 
sun, its rotation on its axis, and its tilt.

Change To make or become different

Migrate To move from one country or region to another

Hibernate A way that some animals deal with the harshness of 
winter. They curl up in a safe place and stay there until 
winter ends. Hibernating animals seem almost dead. They 
barely breathe, and their body temperature is near the 
freezing mark. In warmer weather they return to their 
regular activities

Sticky Knowledge about
the Autumn

How do we know when it is autumn?
Festival A day or period of time set aside for feasting and 

celebration
❑ Autumn is a season where our environment changes

Harvest To collect what has been planted and grown in the ground. ❑ In Autumn leaves start to die and fall off the trees, we know they are dead because 
they turn brown

Fireworks Devices that burn or explode to make noise, bright lights, 
or brilliant colors.

❑ In the United Kingdom we have 4 different seasons, spring, summer, autumn and 
winter – not all countries have different seasons

Prepare The act or process of making or getting ready ❑ Tress which stay green all year are called evergreen trees

Environment All the physical surroundings on earth are called the 
environment. The environment includes everything living 
and everything nonliving.

❑ Tress whose leaves change colour and fall off in Autumn are called deciduous trees

Decay The organic phenomenon of rotting. ❑ Some animals prepare for winter by getting ready to hibernate in the autumn

Weather The daily state of the atmosphere, or air, in any given place ❑ As the weather gets colder many birds migrate to warm countries during autumn


